
The Caribbean expert programme on new mechanisms for 
linking research and policy – small grant competition

Eligibility
All research projects represented at the workshop Caribbean Impact 2.0: New mechanisms for  
linking research & policy are eligible to apply for the grant. 

What can be funded?
The small grants are intended to help you implement a specific communication activity that 
strategically integrates new tools and practices, such as Web 2.0 tools, visualizations or online 
video, into your project's current communication activities. All of this with the objective of increase 
the policy impact of your research.

Examples of such projects could include: 

• conduct a series of webinars
• produce videos and develop and implement a web 2.0 / social networking strategy for their 

distribution and impact
• prepare a series of visualizations / infographics presenting key policy-related research 

outputs and a strategy for their communication/dissemination 

These are only some of possible examples. Possibilities are only limited by your imagination and 
the available budget.

Your proposal should be between 4 and 7 pages and have the format of a basic communication plan. 
It can be based on the physi-wiki developed during the workshop, incorporating all or a subset of 
the elements discussed. One possible structure could include: 

• introduction 
• context – provides a brief description of the policy environment and the 

problem/opportunity to be addressed 
• communication goals and objectives to be addressed
• the action – provides a description of the action to be undertaken and how it will be done 
• timeline 
• budget – including funds from other sources

Budget
The maximum budget available per project is US$5,000. IDRC will be able to support 4 - 5 of the 
best projects.

There are no formal restrictions on what can be included in the budget as long as all items are 
necessary to the proposal - consultants, design services, training, essential travel and equipment, etc. 
The budget should not include allocation of research project staff time and other resources already 
included in your research project budget.

Deadline
The deadline for submitting proposals is Sunday 10 April 2011. 

If you have an idea and want to confirm it before developing the proposal, feel free to send it to 
Fernando Perini <fperini@idrc.org.uy> and Bruce Girard <bgirard@comunica.org>.



Mentorship and decision about project funding
Karel Novotný, Skye Bender deMol and Jan Voordouw will be available to answer questions and 
provide you with some guidance specific to their area of expertise (Web 2.0 tools, data visualization 
and video production). They will also provide comments on the final version. 

We will be funding only the best four or five projects. The selection will be made based on 
following criteria:

• project matching above mentioned objectives of the fund
• selected tools and methodologies are appropriate for your research project's communication 

objectives
• budget and implementation timeline are realistic
• project has potential to increase the impact of research outcomes on policy (by establishing 

links with policymakers, by attracting policymakers' attention to the issue, etc.).

The evaluation and final decision will be made in consultation with the thematic experts (Karel, 
Skye and Jan and Bruce) and IDRC personnel, including the project officer responsible for your 
project.

All researchers who develop a proposal (regardless whether it is selected for funding or not), will 
receive a professional certificate.

Questions?
Write to Bruce Girard <bgirard@comunica.org>


